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for the 3.6 release of padus discjuggler there is a new feature which allows you to use keyboard shortcuts to change the contents of disk
labels - for example to the international keyboard symbols - the latin alphabet for most countries - or just use simple keyboard shortcuts.

the new version does come with a fix for hackable cdi games, which should now correctly appear under patchable pc software.. from
memory, they were the gdrive padus discjuggler games, ddax(at least) and gdrive x. although these discs work fine with discjuggler on

pc, i don't know how they would on the dreamcast, so there is a possibility of some more issues, so please double check all your settings,
before trying. these games are how my dreamcast has been upgraded to a newer firmware, my dreamcast has been updated to the

newer firmware, and these games now appear under patchable pc software, d.a.p.d.a(gdrive x), and ddax (gdrive padus discjuggler). i am
not 100% sure on these new titles, so please check and let me know if you find any problems. all are hacks, which can be patched, and all

have patches that worked with padus 5.00, so it should work with version 6.00 (all discjuggler pc-cdi games). the #dcheaven users can
download the new nero burning rom v5.0.3.8 from http://www.padus.com/discjuggler/ . now is the time to start using this tool to make

your backups to pc or playstation 2. if you have any questions, you can find answers in the support forum. padus discjuggler is running on
windows 98 with xp and 2000. the new discjuggler is ready for 32-bit systems like peedee's dreamcast. we have also made an unofficial

32-bit exe-file for everything you need.
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should also mention Cemu DiscJuggler RAW and MID, since it's
useful to burn.img files to the disc when the file is an.img. You

can load DiscJuggler raw disc images from these formats: LOAD
Plus. Windows 7 Professional 64-bit - 1.6.0.1-NTKOF Cemu is by
far the best emulator currently available for the Dreamcast. I
know it isn’t for discjuggling, but I’ve yet to find a Dreamcast

emulator that will emulate the Dreamcast perfectly. Hacked CD
4.1.1.3009 (Windows). An option should be added to DiscJuggler
that allows you to select a file that will be loaded from the disc.

One of the most popular Dreamcast emulators released so far. As
the server has been up for some years, we already have all the
DC files lying around. This script will compile a HD image from a

Cemu image from a direct link, or a stolen link to a hacked
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Cemu. If you see that the guy who stole the hacked version from
the internet drops it on the website there is really nothing you

can do to prevent this. Fortunately, Cemuhack contains an
excellent collection of leaked Dreamcast games. 5ec8ef588b
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